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South Of Heaven

Kendra Drake thinks her life is complete. She has taken over as Captain of her fatherâ€™s shrimp
boat. As a favor to her father, Kendra has agreed to give fellow shrimper Lindsey Bowen a chance
to work on the boat. Fleeing a personal scandal, Lindsey hopes a summer spent shrimping will allow
the situation to fade into history. But first, she must prove herself to Kendra and her crew.Kendra is
fighting against mother nature, the open waters, and herself. Still, Lindsey finds a way into
Kendraâ€™s heart.Will it only last for the summer?
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Maybe others like it but they are constantly eating in this book - breakfast, lunch & dinner. The book
covers each time in detail again and again. It doesn't advance the storyline & after a few becomes
overkill. It was a cute romance but very predictable.

First Iâ€™d like to say I love the water. Ali Spooner spun a beautiful story of shrimp boat Captain
Kendra and her father who just gave up the reins to her. Kendra has taken over her dadâ€™s

shrimp boat and crew. She has been given the license to fish for Red Shrimp in deep water. A
friendâ€™s daughter, Lindsay, comes to help out for the summer. Sparks fly between these two right
away but neither are in for a summer romance but its fun to look and flirt. Ms. Spooner painted a
beautiful image of the open sea and the camaraderie of the Captain and crew. Their love and
devotion for each other was so heartwarming. As a big storm is coming in Kendra and Lindsey take
the boat out to open water where the boat will be safe to ride out the storm. This also gives them
time alone to see what happens. I am not giving any spoilers. I highly recommend this book..

South of Heaven is a refreshing love story. It takes place in the south and on the water which are
two things I love. Having grown up doing some shrimping myself I know what goes into that job, but
to have it as a lively hood I can't imagine. Lindsey and Kendra come to terms with their love during
what those of that live on the coast have dreaded a hurricane. Ali breaks it all down and shows how
love begins and grows. Thanks again for another wonderful story!!!

Another wonderful book by Ali Spooner. Kendra and Lindsey were wonderful characters and there
was a supporting cast that rounded out the story very well. I could almost taste the mouth watering
shrimp and I also loved the setting it brought back memories of my crabbing and shrimping days
here on the West coast.

Lindsey is running from an embarrassing past and is on her way to a new future. She is the new
crew member of Heaven Sent and becomes the captain's biggest distraction. Yes, they are
attracted to each other but Kendra knows she is nothing but trouble and the last thing Kendra needs
is complications on board. In addition Kendra is still recovering from a bad break up. But is the
attraction too strong to deny? I really enjoyed getting to know this gorgeous captain and her crew.
With her vivid description of the Gulf Coast, the fishing, the adventures on the sea, the hurricane
and all the surroundings, Ali brings her novel to life. It's an amazing and compelling story with
credible characters and an authentic atmosphere. A perfect read with enchanting, charming
supporting characters whom you are going to love. The description of all the foods are mouth
watering and as a bonus you get a couple of recipes. Thank you for that Ali. Everything in this story
is heart warming, very romantic and has toe-curling moments and with a love that sparkles with
happiness. Ali Spooner created another winner.

This book is a feel-good, grinning from ear-to-ear kind of story. Kendra takes over her fatherâ€™s

shrimping business and has plans to expand. Her dad asks her to take on the daughter of an old
army buddy, Lindsey, who needs to get away for a while and to get some experience on the boat.
They are obviously attracted to each other but it takes a while for them to realise it and to act on it.
This is a slow burner but it so much better for it. I liked seeing them become closer and their
growing attraction was sweet and quite beautiful and oh so hot! They faced perils at sea which had
a fair amount of tension and the worry of how the all-male crew would react to their relationship.
Lindsey also had to constant worry that her father wouldnâ€™t accept her sexuality. I loved how Ali
Spooner chose to deal with it and it made me feel such warmth towards the characters. Lindsey was
kind and courageous and completely smitten by Kendra. No-one could doubt their love when they
saw the look on her face. Kendra was capable, compassionate and utterly adorable and Iâ€™m not
surprised her crew loved her. I loved being in their world and following this oh-so romantic story.I
was given this ARC free by Affinity ebook Press in return for an honest review.

I absolutely loved this book, from the characters, the storyline, the setting. This is another clear
winner for Ali! Being a southern girl who lives on the gulf Ali's eye for detail is spot on. When an
author takes the time to do the homework to be as true as possible to a setting it shows the love she
has for her craft. The two women in this story are so positive and uplifting to each other and the
people around them it was like a breath of fresh air from the cheating and lying storylines that are so
popular. I hope we read more books with a Kendra and Lyndsey storyline and would love to see
more of a storyline with their new friends Susan and Kelly.

Having just finished "South of Heaven" by Ali Spooner. In a nutshell...She is absolutely brilliant! A
feel-good romance. As well as informative. You won't want to put it down! The characters are very
easy going, intriguing, charismatic, and fairly relatable. The visual she gives in this book is off the
charts. It feels as if you are a part of it all.Kendra and Lindsey... The two hit it off fairly easy. And
with the help of Kendra's father, the two are brought together igniting sparks between them. Their
love for life on open water in a boat grows into something much more.You will not be disappointed!!
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